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Discover all the secrets of smallmouth bass fishing!  Catching a smallmouth bass&#151;especially a

big one&#151;can be a daunting pursuit for the unprepared. Successful smallmouth bass fishing

depends on a variety of factors, including weather, habitat, time of year, type of tackle, and the

tactics you decide to use on any given day. In A Beginner's Guide to Smallmouth Bass Fishing,

lifelong angler Jim Root reveals all the specifics behind achieving success on lake, river, or pond.

This comprehensive handbook includes key information about how to identify a smallmouth and

where they live. It features specialized chapters on choosing, setting up, and using various rigs,

including the Carolina rig, double fluke rig, Texas rig, Petey rig, and many others. Root explains the

unique Japanese technique of spybaiting and breaks down deep, medium, and shallow cranks. He

offers different tips depending on the season and fishing location, and he even includes a chapter

on his top fifty smallmouth destinations. This book, which features 150 color photographs, is the

perfect gift for anyone eager to learn all the tips and tricks of smallmouth bass fishing&#151;in

winter, spring, summer, or fall.
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James Root is a professional angler who has been fishing since he was three years old. The winner

of over fifty tournaments, he has made three appearances at the American Fishing National

Championships. Root is also a features writer for bassmaster.com and creates fishing videos that

have been featured on the Weather Channel. He resides in upstate New York.



Jim Root's advice on fishing for smallmouth bass is presented simply and thoroughly in a way that's

easy for the layman to understand. I guarantee that you will become a better smallmouth angler

having read this book. I live close to Jim and fish in many of the same waters, and I can attest to the

accuracy of his evaluations of these fisheries. His lure techniques and gear strategies will help you

become a better angler. If you want to catch more fish, this is the book for you!

This books is must have if you are a serious bass angler!!! It's not often today that an Angler of

James Root's caliber takes the time to sit down and share his deep experience, keen insights and

big heart for Smallmouth Bass Fishing with the Angling World. This book will make you a better

bass fisherman, period. If you are looking for a gift, the Angler in your family will love it!!!

Whether you are just beginning your journey into fishing for Smallmouth or if you are a seasoned

veteran you will find this book very informative. This book covers it all from preparation of your boat,

angler safety, techniques utilized to catch the Smallmouth of a lifetime and lastly a bucket list of the

best lakes/rivers to visit when you're ready for that biggun.

I have looked and looked for a good smallmouth bass fishing book that goes beyond the basics and

this book does that no doubt. James goes in great detail on weather patterns, seasons etc. If you

are a smallmouth guy looking to up your game to the next level this book can help you get there!

This book is the best smallmouth book I've came across.No matter if you've been addicted and

fishing for them forever or are just starting out you'll thoroughly enjoy reading this book. It's filled

with all the ways to catchem. Awesome book !

Hard to say enough good things about Jim and this book. Read it front to back or use it as a

reference guide, either way you'll be landing trophy fish next time out.

I started reading this book this morning and did not want to put it down! Well written; keeps my

attention and I want to read more.

Great read for all fishermen and great for thouse just lerning or want to lern more to.
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